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Breakdown Intro

Welcome!  For every Bluegrass pro 
and outrageously talented kid, there 
is a multitude of enthusiastic players - 
young and old - who form the backbone 
of Bluegrass.  These are the folks who 
pick up the fiddle again fifty years 
on; the ones who learn a few chords 
and show up at the jam; those who 
encourage youngsters and each other 
and end up making the world a better 
place through music. This issue is 
dedicated to them.  Many thanks to 
Phoebe Leigh-Suelflow and Anni Beach 
for helping tell the story.
  
CORRECTION: The October issue 
contained an incorrect date for the 
Amtrak “Bluegrass Express”.  Our 
train will leave Emeryville at 10:05 
am and head down to Bakersfield on 
January 6th, stopping at every station 
along the way to gather up pickers.  Stay 
tuned for updates on the CBA website.

The December Breakdown will be a 
2021 Annual Report: a 12-page 
wrap-up of this year’s CBA activities 
and finances and a look-ahead to 2022.  
We are anticipating a late-December 
release.  By the February 2022 issue, 
we’ll be back on the monthly schedule.

Anni Beach, Founder of 
Jam Pak Blues ‘N’ Grass 

Neighborhood Band, 
reports on bringing 

Bluegrass to youngsters 

I like to think of life as a series of 
crossroads: the route you choose can 
change the entire journey. In 1994, at 
the age of fifty, a knock on the door by 
two little boys for whom I had been a 
substitute teacher that day, presented 
a crossroad that I could never have 
imagined. They wanted me to sing and 
play some more music! I took my new-
found passion for the mandolin and my 
little instrument everywhere, including 
to school.  I taught so that I could 
practice. They loved Two Dollar Bill. 
 
A crossroad! I was a substitute teacher 
wherever I was needed in the Chandler, 
Arizona schools. My dear husband, 
twenty years older than me, was also 
teaching in the schools and community 
college and doing church music.  With 
our large grown family we could so 
easily and with good reason have 
said, “I’m sorry. We’re too busy!” But 
when I asked Vincent Beach, “Do you 
think we should do something for the 
neighborhood like have a little music 
get-together in the yard”? He replied, 
“Sure! I’ll back you up.”

One week later, six little kids were in 

our front yard with harmonicas and me 
on my mandolin. All neighborhood kids 
that we didn’t really know. That was 
the beginning of what would shortly be 
known as “Jam Pak”. When I saw the 
light in their eyes, and the smiles, I was 
hooked. They got me! The rest is history. 

In my bread and butter immigrant 
neighborhood, the weekly 
gathering grew quickly.  I found a 
kit for an instrument called a “canjo” 
and we copied and built our first 
instruments. When it got very hot 
outside I ran around to the people I 
knew to make sure it was OK to move 
indoors. Soon we had a house concert 
so the parents could see what we were 
doing. Mostly singing and taking turns 
reading from a book Happy Miss Rat 
Plays Her Banjo.  Simple stages of 
growth. We served “shortcut cake”-
frosting on crackers and Kool-Aid. The 
feeling of community began to develop. 
We played and sang for a local nursing 
home. We had our first real gig at the 
library three years later.

The Arizona Bluegrass Association 
began to take notice of us although 
not very seriously. We didn’t look like 

“Bluegrass”, but no one could deny that 
we were authentic in the traditional 
genre. Some instruments and lessons 
were donated. One of our moms hand-
painted bunches of tee shirts. We played 
our first real Bluegrass festival in 1998 
and from that time forward Jam Pak 
became a real entity in our Bluegrass 
world (Jam Pak today in top photo).

Our small home evolved into a 
community of music. Really quite a 
simple process over the years requiring 
no great skill but rather a sense of 
mission with a lot of perseverance. 
We finally wrote a little book titled, 
Home Grown Bluegrass - A Guide to 
Making People Happy with Music. 

At our recent trip to the IBMA 
World of Bluegrass with twelve 
members of Jam Pak, we soared to 
a whole new experience on the national 
stage. I had been awarded Momentum 
Mentor of the Year in 2019 and our 
older band members said, “We need to 
take some kids to Raleigh; People will 
be inspired by our diversity and 
inclusion which IBMA is working 
diligently to promote”. 
(continued on page 4)

It’s Fall, y’all!  This means we had a fun 
Fall Campout in Lodi last month and 
are looking forward to getting together 
at South State 48 in Carlsbad on 
November 5.  It also means the beginning 
of the CBA Fiscal Year and the term for 
our newly elected (or re-elected) Board 
of Directors.  Thanks to all of you who 
took the time to vote in this year’s CBA 
election. Please welcome (back) Darby 
Brandli to the CBA Board.  Darby will 
be joined by returning board members 
Patrick Campbell, Robin Frenette, Dave 
Gooding, Karen Celia Heil, Ted Kuster, 
Steve Ladonga, Pete Ludé, and Lani Way.

We have a few departing board members 

this year: past board Chair Geoff 
Sargent, Frank Swatek, and Larry 
Phegley, who is also retiring from his 
long held position as Membership 
Coordinator.  We owe these dedicated 
volunteers a debt of gratitude. 

CBA is also off and running with our 
new member drive.  What does this 
mean for you?  If you are not already a 
CBA member, now is the time to join.  
If you are a member: thanks!  If you 
recruit one of your friends to be a new 
member, you’ll be rewarded with some 
special gifts and a chance to win two 
free tickets to the 2022 Father’s 
Day Festival.  To learn more just go to 
CaliforniaBluegrass.org and click on 
“Become a Member”.

As we kick off our new fiscal year, the 
board has been busy planning out 
events and exploring new programs, 
updating policies, and firming up our 
budget plans.  As always, we value your 
feedback.  Please send your ideas and 
questions to 
chairman@CaliforniaBluegrass.net.

Darby Brandli reflects on 
the 2021 IBMA World of 

Bluegrass 
Darby was there along with a small 
contingent of CBA leaders who headed to 
Raleigh this October.  The CBA  decided 
months ago 
to decrease 
our usual 
involvement 
and canceled 
all previously 
scheduled live 
events there 
because of 
Covid.  The 
Covid protocols 
required by 
the IBMA 
(mandatory 
masks and 
vaccinations at all events) worked 
extremely well and the entire event felt 
very safe.  The City of Raleigh also had 
mandated indoor mask wearing and 
outdoor dining abounded.

Since young people under twelve did 
not yet have vaccinations, the CBA 
approached the IBMA and offered to 
produce a video of the IBMA Kids on 
Bluegrass so our talented youth could 
still participate.  Deanie Richarson 
and Kimber Ludiker curated the video, 
which was produced for us by Dylan 
Lads.  Stay tuned: by the time you read 
this, it should be up on the CBA website.
The video was screened during the 
Awards Show at the Duke Energy Center 
on Thursday night.  Deanie selected 
songs from four  recently deceased 
artists for the young musicians to play: 
Byron Berline, Tony Rice, Tom T. Hall, 
and John Prine were honored by the 
KOB.   Our own Mei Lin Heirendt sang 
Early Morning Rain and fiddlers Tessa 
Schwartz and Niko Quale were among 
the 30 young musicians featured. 

Officially representing the CBA were 
Directors and Officers Dave Gooding, 
Lani Way, Theresa Gooding, Kimber 
Ludiker, and Darby Brandli.  CBA Bands 
Crying Uncle and MohaviSoul had 
been selected by the IBMA as official 
showcase bands and they performed 
multiple sets. Mei Lin Heirendt 
performed with five other IBMA KOB at 
the Red Carpet Reception of the Awards 
Show.  Momentum Award Nominees 
Miles and Teo Quale and Daisy Caire 
were also present at the Momentum 

Luncheon.  

Apparent during all 
the Awards process 
was the diversity of 
the winners by age 
and gender and area 
of interest.  

CBA member Tristan 
Scroggins won the 
Writer of the Year 
Award and former 
CBA board member 
Kara Kundert won 

the Annual Industry Involvement Award 
for her work as the founder of Bluegrass 
Pride (which evolved from a 2017 CBA 
initiative) and as a  journalist. 
(continued on back page)

IBMA (continued from front page)

The CBA team attended almost all the 
seminars presented at the conference 
and came home energized and full 
of ideas for the future.  The Covid 
pandemic has dampened the spirits 
but not the enthusiasm of the entire 
Bluegrass industry and together we will 
emerge stronger in the coming months.  
Of particular note: we have learned 
via the IBMA experience that safety 
measures can be initiated at Bluegrass 
events to mitigate viral spread and 
that people will attend and participate 
successfully in controlled environments. 
Hybrid events (in person and virtual) 
continue to increase and  improve and 
will likely continue on into the future. 

Chairman’s Report



Older Adults Taking Up Musical Instruments
You’re retired. You like Bluegrass music.  
You’ve been to festivals and you see 
people sitting around jamming.  You 
don’t play a musical instrument, but it 
sure looks like a lot of fun.  You think, 
“I’m too old.” “I’m tone-deaf.” “I don’t 
want to make a fool of myself.” “I don’t 
want to be a failure.” “I hated playing 
the [insert instrument] as a kid.”

Bah, humbug! Don’t believe it!  Unless 
your goal is to be a professional 
musician - in which case it helps to 
start young - the right age to start 
learning a musical instrument 
is your age right now.  There’s no 
pressure, because you’re not going to 
have to make a living at it. It’s a great 
social activity and it’s good for your 
brain. Plus, it’s great for relieving stress.  
We talked with a number of people who 
started playing an instrument when they 
were “too old.”  We got a lot of great 
replies, and unfortunately have to limit 
them because of space. Here are some 
people who took up instruments later in 
life and told us their stories:

PASSION TO LEARN  Darlene Oolie 
has been going to Summergrass for the 
last five years.  Each year she bought 
raffle tickets and put them 
into the banjo jar.  Why?  
She loves the sound of 
the banjo! She played the 
violin and guitar when 
she was in school, but the 
banjo really was the one 
instrument she wanted to 
learn.  At Summergrass 
this past August, she won 
the banjo!  What was the 
first thing she did?  She 
paid for a couple of lessons 
from a local instructor, 
even though she had hated lessons as a 
kid. She is not going to continue taking 
private lessons, but she wanted to get 
help starting out right.  She wanted 
someone to watch her and tell her what 
to do: Am I holding it right?  Should I 
grip it this way? How do I position the 
fingers?  What about picks? Her goal is 
to go to a campout and play the banjo in 
a jam group. 

FIND OUT WHAT WORKS (AND 
DOESN’T WORK) FOR YOU 
Andrea Knox says “I took up 

clawhammer banjo at age 64 because 
my husband had bought me a banjo out 
of the blue. I got a teacher, practiced 
religiously, and was a complete failure. 
My hand simply will not frail. I got a 
new teacher, switched to three finger 
Scruggs style picking and took off!  I 
play every day. It brings me joy.”   She 
says the Amazing Slow Downer app is a 
game changer, a must-have.   She also 
plays the fiddle and says: “I CANNOT 
play in tune.  Nobody has been able to 
teach me how to play in tune or how to 
achieve that on my own.  I can find the 
note, so don’t talk to me about sticking 
tape on the fingerboard. It’s just that 
so many of the notes are out of tune.  
Frustrating.” 

MOTIVATION TO PRACTICE 
Heidi Paul: “I took up Bluegrass flat-
picking on guitar at around age 64. 
Extreme embarrassment at jam sessions 
motivated me...and a desire to be a 
constructive part of it. It made me 
practice. I’m so happy to be playing at 
least passably well with others and to 
continue learning.  It’s fun; yes, indeed!”

DO SOMETHING TOGETHER 
Shauna Douglas: Glen Bailey, of the 
North County (San Diego) Bluegrass 

and Folk Club, introduced her to the 
ukulele at Summergrass. Her husband is 
a bass player, but he bought a ukulele to 
play along with her. Is she happy to be 
learning an instrument? “Absolutely, I’m 
over the moon! My husband and I sit on 
the porch (we always did that anyway), 
but now we have a really fun thing to do 
together. I never thought I’d be able to 
play an instrument and I’m just having 
such a good time.  It’s absolute joy.”

AN INHERITED INSTRUMENT 
Emily Riddel  inherited a 1942 Martin 
018 from her mother, who got it in 

payment for debts owed to her by a folk 
singer.  The neck was so out 
of alignment she gave up 
trying to play it. In 2002 she 
attended a Bluegrass Festival 
on Prince Edward Island and 
got hooked. As the Martin was 
still unplayable, she bought 
a new guitar and started 
Pickin’ and Singin’.  The CBA 
Father’s Day Bluegrass Music 
Camp and Marin County jams 
brought her up to speed. She 
now attends Frank Swatek’s 
OLLI class through Long 
Beach State and takes private 
lessons.  Today the Martin 
has been restored and is in beautiful 
shape, and she is “Daring to Suck” every 
Saturday at the Dog Park Jam in Long 
Beach. 

HEY, I CAN DO THAT! 
Phoebe Leigh-Suelflow (that’s me): I 
obediently played classical violin (ugh!) 
through high school, adding the guitar 
at age 13 when I decided to become Joan 
Baez. Then I spent the next fifty years 
being overeducated, overworked, and 
non-musical. I retired at age 65 and was 
working out one day and watching the 
TV show Nurse Jackie.  In one episode 

Jackie went to a hoedown and Wow! 
I loved the music.  I saw the fiddle 
player and thought “That looks 
like fun! I can do that!” Six years 
later, what works for me: lessons 
from some great teachers; bugging 
better players to show me stuff (you 
know who you are!); listening to 
recordings and copying what they 
play (for help – Strum Machine app,  
Slow Downer, and SeventhString’s 
Transcribe! software); jamming one 
or more hours every day (including 
online); supportive (and now-guitar-

playing) husband, Dog 
Park Jammers, and 
musical friends all over 
North America (thanks 
to JamKazam).  And 
of course, practicing 
every day, whether I 
need to or not! (Ha!) 
Most important: 
learning how to 
practice effectively: 
slowly and with 
patience. Play. Rinse. 
Repeat. 

WORK WITH KIDS 
Anne-Marie Forer: “I perform for young 
children as a storyteller and musician.  I 
took up fiddle and guitar so I could use 
them in my work. I found my brother’s 

old violin and I started playing music 
with a focus on tunes that kids enjoy. I 
began with Old-time fiddle then got into 
Bluegrass. I love improvising and doing 
fills. As a storyteller in the oral tradition 
I improvise all the time, so Bluegrass, 
with its emphasis on improvisation, 
just seems natural to me. By the way, 
I don’t like following recipes either! I 
like making up my own dishes - in other 
words improvise!”
 
A SAMPLING OF OPPORTUNITIES 
TO LEARN AND PLAY 
  * The Osher Lifetime Learning Institute 
(OLLI) through Long Beach State offers 
a beginning online guitar class led 
by former CBA board member Frank 
Swatek. They’re held online; students 
from all over the country.  
   * The CBA website 
(californiabluegrass.org) has a 
Resources tab that provides information 
on websites like Fiddle Hangout and 
Banjo Hangout, a list of books on 
Bluegrass, articles about learning, and a 
roster of music teachers (teachers may 
list their services there).
   * CBA Summer Music Camp at the 

2022 Fathers Day Festival coming up in 
June.  There will be more information in 
future Bluegrass Breakdown issues. 
   * Local jams.  You can learn to jam 
by going to a local jam. Duh! If you’re 
new, look for jams labeled  “Slow 
Jam” and “For Beginners”.  Terry 
Brewer of the Southwest Bluegrass 
Association keeps track of local jams at 
southwestbluegrass.org/jams-lets-go-
jamming.  Jams are also listed on the 
CBA website Events page.
   * Wernick Method Jam Camps: these 
are designed to help beginners learn 
to jam and build confidence. The basic 
requirement to attend is that you must 
be able to tune your instrument and be 
able to work shifting smoothly with a 
few chords. 

Brenda Hough’s latest reviews can be 
found on the CBA website Features 

page.  To keep the reviews up-to-date, 
she invites all  artists and agents to send 

(physical) CDs to her at
     PO Box 20370

     San Jose, CA 95160

Jam Pak Blues ‘N’ Grass 
(continued from back page)

We stepped out with a whole lot of hope 
and faith believing the time was right. 
IBMA selected our young band, “Fair 
Black Rose” as a Showcase Band. On 
Thursday they played at a wonderful 
school for 200 children at a magnet arts 
and music school called Underwood. On 
Friday they played on the Davie Street 
Stage and on Saturday they finished up 
with two appearances: the Bluegrass 
Pride Brunch and the Youth Stage. We 
were able to make so many new friends 
and had a delightful time. 

The response of one man, “Sure! I’ll 
back you up”, has changed the course of 
so many lives, most of all my own.

Mei Lin’s CBA Youth Report 

Currently living in Emeryville, CA, Merry Kalila started playing fiddle at age 7 after 
hearing Casey Dreissen perform at the Freight & Salvage in Berkeley. She was 

especially intrigued by his 5-string fiddle and looping pedal. Since then, music has 
been a huge part of her life. 

Merry was part of the CBA’s Kids On Bluegrass 
program in 2019 (age 12) and really enjoyed getting 

to play with people her own age, perform on the main 
stage, and hear some of the headliners/touring bands 
perform as well. She even formed a string band with 
some of the other KOB kids through that experience. 

Now 15, she is quite the accomplished musician. 
A few of her endeavors include studying jazz with 

Mads Tolling, studying Old-time and Bluegrass with 
Megan Lynch Chowning, studying classical violin 

with Danielle Charboneau, and playing cello with two 
different classical string quartets. Additionally, she has 

performed alongside Mariachi Juvenil de Hayward and as a guest of Mads Tolling. 

Some of Merry Kalila’s biggest inspirations include Casey Dreissen, Crooked Still, 
and the Bee Eaters. Though she does not anticipate music as her career, she knows 
that music will always be important to her. Besides music, she enjoys the visual arts 

and is considering a future doing animation.   

As we went to press, the Fall Campout, 
CBA’s first live event since the 

pandemic, had just wrapped up, but 
we had time to throw in a few photos.  
Clockwise from left: Jamming around 
the campfire - Patrick Campbell.  Moon 

over the stage - Robin Frenette.  Mei Lin, 
Ida, and Friends - Patrick Campbell. 

Back page: Fall Campout - Robin Frenette


